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Abstract: This article presents the improvement of a defect recognition system for fibrous products by using knowledge integration from two expert fields. These two kinds of knowledge that we want to integrate respectively concern wood expertise and industrial vision expertise. First, extraction, modelling and integration of knowledge use the Natural language Information Analysis Method (NIAM) to be formalised from their natural language expression. Then, to improve a classical industrial recognition system using vision, we propose to use the resulting symbolic model of knowledge to partially build a numeric model of defect recognition. This model is created according to a tree structure where each inference engine is a Fuzzy Rules based Inference System. The expert knowledge model previously obtained is used to configure each node of the resulting hierarchical structure. The practical results we obtained with industrial data show the efficiency of such an approach. Copyright © 2006 IFAC
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increase of Information level that we can obtain on a system is essential for the improvement and the control of this system as well as processes linked in relation with it (automation, maintenance, relationship with the environment…). Two main sources allow to access to this part of Information: from human expert knowledge (expert in process, in products, in standards…) who provides rather qualitative a piece of Information on the studied system; and from data acquisition directly trough the system, which gives a rather quantitative piece of Information provided in the form of measures. Linking these two sources which are as different as complementary must contribute to a more complete and coherent information modelling, allowing a stronger integration of the processes making up the system. In this sense, the global framework of this project is to define a modelling and an integrating method, which allows on the one hand to transform Knowledge into piece of Information, on the other hand to extract the piece of Information from numerical data measured on the system and finally to integrate this Information of different origins in a same cognitive Information referential system. This method is applied to the field of pattern recognition and, more precisely, to defects identification on wooden boards by an industrial vision system. It could be generalized to the whole sectorial fields where qualitative expert knowledge and quantitative data exist in parallel for the description of a same object.

2. FRAMEWORK

The work described here has been motivated by a collaborative effort between academia and industry.
The Automatic Research Center of Nancy (CRAN) is the academic partner and Luxscan Technologies, a company based in the Luxembourg is the industrial partner. They concern the development of a recognition vision system for defects identification on wooden boards. Defect characterization forms a piece of information which is then utilized to estimate the wooden board quality with a view to cut it or to sort it. It is on the production line that board analysis is done, in real time. The figure (Fig. 1) illustrates the vision system principle.

Fig. 1. Vision system principle.

The industrial vision system used is made up of two types of linear sensors (colour cameras and laser sources) which could be used in a combined way or in an independent way to acquire images of the wooden boards. The signals delivered by these sensors are then pre-processed and labelled to provide a piece of information with six classes of pixels. The classification is done either by a Bayesian classifier or by a threshold classifier, which parameters are set empirically. The segmentation realized from the labelled image, consists in aggregating close pixels, which do not belong to the sound wood class pixel. This part allows extracting the "defective" regions from "sound" regions. The detection or the non-detection of a defect belongs entirely to the segmenting stage. A set of parameters (surface, colour, orientation ...) is calculated on these defective regions to provide a characteristic vector used by the identification stage. The purpose of this stage is to name the defect: black knot, resin pocket, crack...

3. PROPOSED METHOD

In the field of systems which use human expertise and vision expertise, the main tendency resides in the building of a system based on heuristic rules (Foo, 1996) (Wang and Gong, 1998) (Wen and Tao, 1999) which describe how the decisional system works. However, even if the set of rules seems to work, none precision is given on their validation compared to the initial knowledge given by the expert. They are thus only a-priori informal processes of validation. To avoid encountering this problem, we propose to use an approach based on a formal validation based on the N.I.A.M. method (Habrias, 1998).

In the wood recognition field, the main processes generally use supervised or unsupervised neural networks to identify the different defects (Kauppinen, et al., 1999) (Lampinen, et al., 1995) (Pham and Sagiroglu, 2001). Even though the results obtained in these articles seem to satisfy the author, we choose not to use neural network methods because of their lack of interpretability concerning the structure of the layers generated during the learning stage. It is impossible to check the adequacy of the structure with the expert knowledge supposed to be modelled.

At this level, the use of a method using tools from fuzzy sets (Zadeh, 1965) and more precisely from fuzzy logic (Bouchon-Meunier, 1995) could be justified by three main reasons. Firstly, defects classes are intrinsically fuzzy, there is not always a strict boundary between sound wood and defects; this transition is gradual. Secondly, defect classes or colour classes in output are not all disjointed. Indeed, the limit between a “small knot” and a “large knot” is not always strict. In practice, the defect classes are selected by the user in function of the defects which must be recognized in the handled wood specie. Thirdly, linguistic terms used by the experts to describe the defects (a knot rather round...) are often vague and imprecise. We represent these terms in the form of fuzzy terms characterized by their membership functions. These terms are thus computed with a rule-based mechanism.

In our global process, two main orientations are chosen to bring closer exploitable information for defects identification by vision: those which come from the vision system and those which come from the wood expert. On the one hand, we have numerical data in the form of a characteristic vector, which characterize the defect to identify through a relation that we call “numeric model”. We choose to implement this model thanks to a system based on fuzzy linguistic rules (Dubois D. and H. Prade, 1992) in order to facilitate the interpretation of the identification mechanism. On the other hand, we have knowledge of defects which are expressed in natural language by the field expert in professional words. We formalize this knowledge in the form of what we call “symbolic” models with the NIAM method. To illustrate in a simple way our modelling and integrating thought process, we will only consider « knots » defects type, that is to say black knots, ring knots and sound knots.

The interest of this modelling and integration is to determine in a non-empiric way the more efficient parameters in input of each node of the identification module in relation with the outputs. In other words, choose the optimal characteristic vector for each inference engine. Figure (Fig. 2) shows our mining process.
4. EXPERT KNOWLEDGE MODELLING

The symbolic model concerns expert knowledge formalization in the wood field and in the defects identification process field (vision system). The analysis method retained to elaborate this model is the N.I.A.M. (Nijssen or Natural Information Analysis Method) (Habrias, 1998). We also use one of its derived formalism, O.R.M. (Object Role Modelling) (Halpin, 2001; Halpin, 1998) to represent the results of this analysis.

4.1 NIAM method and ORM formalism.

The NIAM method relies on a linguistic text analysis. From the expression of observable facts implicating objects, this method allows to distinguish non-lexical objects (NOLOTs) and lexical objects (LOTs) and the facts which link them together. The figure (Fig. 3) illustrates some syntactical elements of the NIAM/ORM formalism allowing representing these objects and their relations.

For more information concerning the NIAM method and the proposed NIAM/ORM formalism, the reader can refer itself to (Halpin, 1998).

This method has a significant interest because it relies directly on an expression of facts stated in natural language. The resulting information model could also be submitted to validation by the expert under a comprehensive form, i.e. in Binary Natural Language (BNL) which is a transcription of the information model also called “paraphrase action”.

Fig. 2. Principle of the proposed expert knowledge integration method.

Fig. 3. Elements of NIAM/ORM formalism.

The method allows completing progressively the model by asking to the expert precise questions induced by the method, also in natural language (for example: does a defect have one or several colours?). We thus obtain a model completed by totality and uniqueness constraints.

4.2 Wood field knowledge modelling.

To create this model, we ask the wood field expert to write a list, as complete as possible and in a natural language form, of the different defects that can be found in the species handled. This expression is sufficient to recognize in naked eye any kind of defect in a wood sample.

The figure (Fig. 4) represents the generic model for “knots” defect type including totality and uniqueness constraints characterizing a generic modelling.

Fig. 4. Generic model of the “knots” defect type.
In order to get this model validated by the expert who expressed the knowledge used for its development, we transcribe it in Binary Natural Language. The result of this transcription is thus a text that is closed to natural language which does not impose to the expert any particular knowledge about the modelling method. Here is the text submitted to the expert for validation:

Each Defect is characterized by one and only one Shape. Each Shape characterizes one or several Defects. Each Defect is characterized by one and only one Colour. Each Colour characterizes one or several Defects. A Defect is characterized by one and only one Ring. Each Ring characterizes one or several Defects.

Notice here that the sentence “A Defect is characterized by one and only one Ring” does not indicate that all defects have a ring. It just means that a defect can have a ring but is not forced to have one.

4.2 Vision field knowledge modelling.

Just like for “wood expert” symbolic model, we register the vision expert knowledge. This knowledge is about the defects identification system and more precisely on the parameters useful to quantify the characteristics of the defect to recognize. We apply the same principle than the one used for the wood expert symbolic model. We thus obtain a characterization of all the defects encountered, but this time, in a vision parameters point of view.

The figure (Fig. 5) represents a partial formalization of the colour concept with a vision point of view.

![Fig. 5. Partial NIAM/ORM formalization of colour parameter.](image)

This modelling represents the following fact, by considering that a colour is defined by other parameters than black pixels number: a precise colour is characterized by a unique black pixels number. But the opposite is not true. To a given black pixels number can correspond several colours.

We do the same for Shape and Ring characteristics. Notice that for confidential reasons we could not expose entirely the expert knowledge models. That is why just only some of the used parameters for each characteristic will be revealed.

5. NUMERIC MODEL

To link the symbolic field and the numeric field, we use a method based on fuzzy subsets which allows supporting qualitative reasoning (Zadeh, 1992). This process is essential to compare expert information (in natural language) with the response of the system (fuzzy data). Our numeric model relies on a series of fuzzy inferences system which have common structural characteristics.

In this perspective of linking symbolic and numeric fields, we noticed an interesting work led by (Galichet and Fouloy, 2003) in which they propose different architectures to “combine conventional regulators and knowledge-based procedures in a unified control structure”. In other words, they proposed a framework allowing achieving “a collaboration between numeric and expert processing” implemented with fuzzy linguistic systems.

The method we use is an iterative method (Ishibuchi, et al., 1994) with a supervised learning step from a sample data set. The algorithm implements a mechanism of supervised teaching. It generates fuzzy rules like “If... Then...” which define the defects perception which the system has. The expert must prepare samples defects set to generate the fuzzy rules thanks to the algorithm.

If we have two characteristics in input ($V_1$ and $V_2$) and one output ($Z_3$), the general form of the fuzzy rule is:

$$\text{IF } V_1 \text{ is } A_i \text{ AND IF } V_2 \text{ is } A_j \text{ THEN } Z_3 \text{ is in the defect class } C_k$$

$V_1$ and $V_2$, inputs data (intensity and surface by example); $Z_3$: output data (defect name); $A_i$ and $A_j$: linguistic terms representing fuzzy subsets (“light” and “dark” for example); $C_k$: class of $k^{th}$ defect.

Notice that $A_i$ and $A_j$ are linguistic terms which qualify a parameter. This qualification is called the fuzzification (Bouchon-Meunier, 1995) which allows to split the representation space of the parameter. This splitting can be empirically done (case of an equal distribution of the representation space) or guided by the expert (case of a non-equal distribution). The rules compounding our rule basis are conjunctive rules and the inference engine is build on the Larsen model (Bombardier, et al., 2004).

6. EXPERT KNOWLEDGE INTEGRATION

6.1 Knowledge integration.

The expert knowledge integration in the numeric model, which is the centre of data processing, can only be done by putting in relation expert knowledge from the two fields of competence, i.e. wood field and industrial vision field.

The mechanism which allows linking the two fields consists in putting together the symbolic models of wood expertise and vision expertise. The result of this connection is a new symbolic model illustrated by the figure (Fig. 6). Notice that for confidential reasons, we do not expose the parameters used. Thanks to this model, we can choose the best parameters for the characteristic vector which allows identifying the three defects chosen in example. For these three defect types, the common characteristic being the shape (as they are knots, their shape is then similar), only the characteristics of colour and ring are discriminating in their identification.
6.2 Results.

We build three types of numeric models:

- as a reference model, we use the Point method which is utilized by the LuxScan Technologies Company,
- a Single Inference (model SI) which not takes into account expert knowledge,
- an Arborescent Inference Structure (model AIS) with expert knowledge integration to take into account the industrial time processing constraint. Moreover, we test different two types of fuzzification to see its influence on the recognition rate. An equal distributed fuzzification with an equal splitting of the representation space of each variable in 3 terms.
A non-equal distributed fuzzification with a splitting in 2 or 3 terms according to expert knowledge.

The table (Tab. 1) summarizes the results obtained with two methods; the Point method currently used by the industrial and the Fuzzy method developed. Theses tests were led on a 327 defects sample provided by the LuxScan Technologies Company.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Identification rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point method</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model SI with equal distribution</td>
<td>69.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model AIS with equal distribution</td>
<td>73.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model SI with non-equal distribution</td>
<td>77.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model AIS with non-equal distribution</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main conclusions from these tests are the following. Firstly, in term of identification rate, the fuzzy method gives better results than the Point method. In all cases tested, the worst result given by the fuzzy method is better than the Point method. Secondly, by only considering the results given for the different fuzzifications and the different models, we can see that the better result is given with an arborescent model with a representation space cutting done in function of expert knowledge (what we call a non-equal distribution). This result confirms our choice of using and integrating expert knowledge to build our numeric model and to choose the number of fuzzification terms of each parameter.

7. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The knowledge integration we propose allows a better coherence between numeric model of the data processing and expert knowledge used to build it. This integration also allows the obtaining of a non empiric model in the sense that each parameter forming each decisional node are not yet chosen empirically but chosen from knowledge given by the experts of the two studied fields. The results here presented are obtained from a module called Fuzzy Approximate Classifier that we developed to configure, create and test our numeric model. As said before in this article, it works according a Fuzzy Linguistic Rules based system. The results obtained thanks to expert knowledge integration in our numeric model are encouraging. Indeed, they
démontrer que l'on a un lien entre l'expertise humaine, représentée par des modèles symboliques, et le modèle numérique équivalent. Cependant, avec une meilleure technique de modélisation qui intègre les connaissances expressées dans des langages naturels, nous pouvons améliorer son intégration et donc améliorer les résultats d'identification. Cela est dû au fait que nous avons l'intention de travailler à nouveau sur M. Zgorzelski et Z. Zalewski étude sur *Fuzzy NIAM* (Zgorzelski et Zalewski, 1996) pour obtenir une représentation unique, sur l'une des côtés de l'expertise et la modélisation de données par l'identification et l'intégration (aspects qualitatifs) qui suit une certaine inexactitude, et sur l'autre côté, en considérant des données (aspects quantitatifs) qui est, parfois, incertain. Nous voulons également renforcer les liens entre le symbolique et le modèle numérique en utilisant des contraintes floues (particularisation de contraintes procédurales dans ORM) dans notre modèle symbolique pour montrer que les règles expressées par l'expert et formalisées dans notre modèle symbolique sont nécessairement dans le système de notre modèle numérique. 

L'avenir des travaux est d'acquérir et formaliser des connaissances qui ne sont pas encore formalisées. Ce type de knowledge concerne le hiérarchie entre les défauts et les attributs, et sert à déterminer la valeur d'un attribut. L'expert considère le caractère, la taille, etc., en premier lieu. Cette connaissance peut nous aider à détecter le défaut de quelque sorte que ce soit. Nous aimerions formuler le modèle de l'expert en considérant la fusion entre les attributs qui peuvent être regroupés. Nous devons également formuler le modèle de l'expert concernant la fusion entre les attributs qui peuvent être regroupés. Nous devons également considérer l'environnement direct ou indirect de l'expert par rapport à son entourage (en considérant le côté et le côté de la table), ou du côté du défaut. Pour terminer, nous devons travailler sur la formalisation de la fusion et développer un modèle de l'expert qui utilise les contraintes floues. Nous devons également fournir les données de l'apprentissage et de l'apprentissage par apprentissage supervisé. En fait, le principe se fonde sur le fait que le modèle symbolique et le modèle numérique seront utilisés dans le cadre de l'identification pour chaque attribut et le modèle numérique modifiera l'espace de représentation en fonction de l'analyse.
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